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Learning Predictive Analytics with Python: Gain practical insights into predictive modelling by implementing Predictive Analytics algorithms on public datasets with PythonPackt Publishing, 2016

	Gain practical insights into predictive modelling by implementing Predictive Analytics algorithms on public datasets with Python


	About This Book

	
		A step-by-step guide to predictive modeling including lots of tips, tricks, and best practices
	
		Get to grips with the basics of Predictive...
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Practical Machine Learning and Image Processing: For Facial Recognition, Object Detection, and Pattern Recognition Using PythonApress, 2019

	
		
			
				
					Gain insights into image-processing methodologies and algorithms, using machine learning and neural networks in Python. This book begins with the environment setup, understanding basic image-processing terminology, and exploring Python concepts that will be useful for implementing the algorithms...
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Beginning Portable Shell Scripting: From Novice to Professional (Expert's Voice in Open Source)Apress, 2008
Portable shell scripting is today the future of modern Linux, OS X, and Unix command–line access. Beginning Portable Shell Scripting: From Novice to Professional teaches shell scripting by using the common core of most shells and expands those principles to all of scripting.
You will learn about portable scripting and how to use...
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Using Google App EngineO'Reilly, 2009
With this book, you can build exciting, scalable web applications quickly and confidently, using Google App Engine -- even if you have little or no experience in programming or web development. App Engine is one of the most exciting web technologies to appear in the last year, providing a simple, easy-to-use application framework with basic web...
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Beginning Programming with Python For Dummies (For Dummies Series)For Dummies, 2014

	Learn Python—the fun and easy way—and get in the programming game today!


	Python is one of the fastest growing programming languages, and no wonder. It requires three to five times less time than developing in Java, is a great building block for learning both procedural and object-oriented programming concepts,...
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Python: Master the Art of Design PatternsPackt Publishing, 2016

	
		About This Book

		
			Learn all about abstract design patterns and how to implement them in Python 3
	
			Understand the structural, creational, and behavioral Python design patterns
	
			Get to know the context and application of design patterns to solve real-world problems in software...
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Deep Learning for Natural Language Processing: Creating Neural Networks with PythonApress, 2018

	
		Discover the concepts of deep learning used for natural language processing (NLP), with full-fledged examples of neural network models such as recurrent neural networks, long short-term memory networks, and sequence-2-sequence models.

		

		
			You’ll start by covering the mathematical prerequisites...
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web2py Application Development CookbookPackt Publishing, 2012

	we2py is a framework for rapid development of secure database-driven Internet

	applications. It is written in and is programmable in Python. It comprises libraries,

	applications, and reusable examples.





	Created in 2007,web2py has grown, evolved, and improved tremendously, thanks to

	the work of many developers who have...
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Learning Robotics using PythonPackt Publishing, 2015

	Design, simulate, program, and prototype an interactive autonomous mobile robot from scratch with the help of Python, ROS, and Open-CV!


	About This Book

	
		Design, simulate, build and program an interactive autonomous mobile robot
	
		Program Robot Operating System using Python
	
		Get...
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Getting Started with Intel Edison: Sensors, Actuators, Bluetooth, and Wi-Fi on the Tiny Atom-Powered Linux Module (Make:)Maker Media, Inc, 2015

	
		The Intel Edison is a crowning achievement of Intel's adaptation of its technology into maker-friendly products. They've packed the dual-core power of the Atom CPU, combined it with a sideboard microcontroller brain, and added in Wi-Fi, Bluetooth Low Energy, and a generous amount of RAM (1GB) and flash storage (4GB). This...
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Flask Web Development: Developing Web Applications with PythonO'Reilly, 2018

	
		Take full creative control of your web applications with Flask, the Python-based microframework. With the second edition of this hands-on book, you’ll learn Flask from the ground up by developing a complete, real-world application created by author Miguel Grinberg. This refreshed edition accounts for important technology...
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Clean Code in Python: Refactor your legacy code basePackt Publishing, 2018

	
		Getting the most out of Python to improve your codebase

	
		Key Features

		
			Save maintenance costs by learning to fix your legacy codebase
	
			Learn the principles and techniques of refactoring
	
			Apply microservices to your legacy systems by implementing practical...
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